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exclusive interview with Edie Rodriguez, CEO of Crystal Cruises.The Portside
Portfolio also includes a selection of our latest offers on our most inspiring
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you get the most out of your trip; think French châteaux stays and mountain
train rides to Machu Picchu. For even more luxury cruise holiday ideas, ship
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in organising holidays aboard the world’s finest
cruise ships, river ships and expedition vessels.
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Book your cruise holiday with The Luxury
Cruise Company and receive the following
exclusive benefits:
One year Priority Pass membership
UK airport lounge access (ﬂy-cruise only)
A welcome home gift

Personal service from our
luxury cruise specialists
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Our specialists pride themselves on their
ability to provide the highest level of personal
service and will do far more than just organise
your holiday logistics. Instead, they’ll take
time to get to know you as a traveller, helping
you build a holiday that’s perfect just for you.
The same dedicated specialist will handle
your booking from start to finish, personally
overseeing all elements of your cruise, from
your initial enquiry to welcoming you home.
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Our tailor-made approach
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Having travelled extensively, all of our luxury
cruise specialists are also global travel experts.
They’ll happily draw from their years of
experience to combine your cruise with
any number of pre- and post-cruise holiday
options, creating a trip designed personally for
you.Whatever your tastes and interests, we’ll
help you plan your ideal holiday and organise
it flawlessly.

All prices quoted in this brochure are correct at the time of going to press (12/12/16) and are subject to change and availability. Wexas Ltd,
trading as The Luxury Cruise Company, holds an Air Travel Organiser’s Licence (ATOL), issued by the Civil Aviation Authority. Our ATOL
number is 2873. All travel arrangements that include a flight are therefore ATOL-protected, meaning your money is safe in our hands. Wexas is
also a member of ABTA, the Association of British Travel Agents. Our ABTA number is 91989/V2128.
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CRUISE NEWS

Regent launch largest speciality
restaurant
Compass Rose, Regent Seven Seas’
signature restaurant, is set to be transformed
into the largest speciality restaurant at sea.
The cruise line are planning to bring a new
culinary approach to the table, offering
guests a fully customised experience each
night. Diners will be able to create their
own menus, borrowing from each onboard
restaurant. For instance, you might like a
French king crab salad to start, followed by a
slow-roasted prime rib from the steakhouse
accompanied by a selection of stir-fried
greens from the ship’s pan-Asian woks.
And, with daily changing menus along with
nightly specials, you’ll be truly spoilt for
choice.
Jason Montague, president and chief
executive officer for Regent Seven Seas
Cruises, said: “our culinary team has created
a truly extraordinary dining experience
for Compass Rose with a degree of
customisation and variety typically reserved
for more intimate specialty restaurants.We
trialed this new menu concept on a couple
of test cruises over the summer and our
guests absolutely love it.”
The innovative menu was tested aboard
Seven Seas Explorer and Seven Seas Navigator,
and it will remain as the standard menu for
the two ships moving forward.The menu
also debuted in November on Seven Seas
Voyager and will come to Seven Seas Mariner
in May 2017, following its dry dock.

Compass Rose, Regent Seven Seas

APT launch new Myanamar
luxury river cruise

Bagan, Myanmar
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A new five-star itinerary from APT River
Cruises will launch in September 2017,
offering a 17-day voyage between Mandalay
andYangon.This ‘Hidden Wonders of
Myanmar’ cruise will be aboard RV Samatha
– the cruise line’s new ship which launched
earlier this year, offering intimate sailings for
just 60 guests. Exclusive ‘Signature Experiences’
include cruising alongside the famed U Bein
Bridge near Amarapura, viewing the golden
Shwedagon Pagoda at sunset and visitingYoke
Sone Kyaung, the region’s oldest surviving
wooden monastery. For those wishing to
extend their adventure in Myanmar, there is the
option to include a three day tour to Inle Lake’s
famous floating villages.

Silversea announce unique new
itineraries for 2018
Silversea have released details of their 2018
itineraries, which feature brand new ports
of call and worldwide experiences spanning
all seven continents.The new programme
features 1,000 destinations, nearly 300 of
which are new to Silversea.
A wide range of UNESCO World
Heritage Sites are included on these new
itineraries, from the magnificent Amalfi Coast
in Italy to Halong Bay inVietnam. But most
exciting of all will be the new Expedition
cruises that the fleet will deliver. Silver Cloud
begins 2018 as an ice-class expedition ship

following an extensive refurbishment and
conversion, and Silver Discoverer sails deeper
into Asia, with many new destinations in
Thailand, Malaysia,Vietnam, Cambodia,
the Philippines and Japan. Spanning polar
and tropical climates, this wide variety of
expeditions is sure to appeal to a broad range
of travellers.
“2018 will see our expedition ships call
at over 250 new destinations and will be the
inaugural calendar year for Silver Cloud in the
expedition fleet following her conversion,
making her the most luxurious cruise ship for
expeditions,” said Roberto Martinoli, CEO
at Silversea Cruises.

The Amalfi Coast

Seabourn voted ‘Best Small-Ship
Cruise Line’ for 2016

Pool Deck, Seabourn Odyssey

The readers of Condé Naste Traveller have
named Seabourn 2016’s ‘Best Small-Ship
Cruise Line’ for the seventh consecutive year.
The company is consistently ranked among
the world’s top travel choices by leading
professsional critics, and, as a result, they have
dominated the ‘Best Small-Ship Cruise Line’
category over the last decade.
Seabourn president, Richard Meadows,
said he was honoured to be awarded this
accolade year after year, adding:“with the
arrival of our newest ship, Seabourn Encore,
in December, and the upcoming launch of
Seabourn Ovation in the spring of 2018, there
will be even more for the magazine’s readers to
consider in the years ahead.Through all these
developments, we continue to strive to provide
the best ultra-luxury travel experience and are
pleased to receive recognition of our efforts.”

Crystal win further awards and
announce refurbishment plans
Crystal Cruises have scooped up a series of
cruise awards, keeping them firmly in their
position as a leader in the luxury industry.
The cruise line was named ‘World’s Best’ by
the readers of Condé Nast Traveler for a record
23rd year, with the highest score to date and
by the widest margin ever.Travel organisations
Virtuoso Travel,Vacation.com and Ensemble
Travel also awarded the line with the ‘Best
Luxury Cruise Line’ award.
Enhancements are also on the agenda in
2017 and 2018 for both Crystal Symphony and
Crystal Serenity. Crystal have announced plans
to invest heavily in full open seating dining and
more suites for both of the line’s ultra-luxury
ships. Looking ahead to 2022, they will also
introduce the first Crystal Exclusive Class™
ocean ship that promises to set a new standard
of luxury travel with signature features and
guest amenities. It even plans to feature whole
Crystal Residences for apartment-style living
on the seas.

Crystal Symphony, Geirangerfjord, Norway
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SILVER MUSE
Ship Profile

cruise line: Silversea built: 2017 crew: 411 guests: 596
length: 699 feet width: 86 feet cruising speed: 19.8 knots tonnage: 40,700

Silversea are set to raise the bar in ultra-luxury
cruising once again, with the addition of Silver
Muse to their already glistening fleet.This
new flagship will be delivered in April 2017
and bring with her the finest enhancements
to the Silversea experience. Catering to
596 pampered guests, the intimate service
on board is paired with spacious all-suite
accommodation and a fantastic choice of
gourmet dining venues that ranges from
seafood specialities to innovative, hot-rock
barbecues.
The facilities aboard showcase all of the
hallmarks of the Silversea experience, and
represent an exciting evolution of the ship’s
last iteration, Silver Spirit. Open air bars and
restaurants allow guests to socialise al fresco
with the finest sea views while the spacious
Sky Deck boasts a reimagined swimming
pool and inviting whirlpools.An improved
fitness centre is home to state-of-the-art
Technogym® equipment, and the L’Opera
theatre has been redesigned to pay tribute to
the golden age of glamour.
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Veranda Suite

Suites
The same standard of comfort and luxury that
you’ll find across the ship continues into the suites.
Here, floor-to-ceiling glass windows, marble
bathrooms, and the finest attention to detail
fuse together to create the most lavish of
accommodations. Sip a flute of chilled champagne
as you watch the sunset, indulge in a delicious
al fresco breakfast, and enjoy the best views of
every destination as you sail into each new port,
all from the comfort of your private verandah.
A choice of suites are available to guests, starting
with theVeranda Suite’s comfortable homefrom-home ambience. In turn, the Silver Suites
are an ideal choice for families, with a twobedroom configuration and a spacious living area.
Alternatively, if you have entertaining in mind, the
Royal Suite’s plush interiors and private terrace
are the perfect setting for a few drinks with friends
both old and new. But, for the ultimate in luxury
sailing, the Grand Suite and Owner’s Suites go one
step further; more apartments than mere suites,
they are home to the most expansive verandahs
on the ship and offer a superlative level of space,
comfort and service.

Dining
The six dining venues on Silver Muse each
offer a unique taste of luxury, and deliver
the variety you won’t find on smaller ships.
The sumptuous menus have been crafted
thoughtfully, and are delivered with innovative
flair. Dine on royal crab, blue lobster or
verbena-infused red snapper in the elegant
Atlantide bar and grill one night, and the next,
enjoy a freshly baked pizza at the open-air
Regina Margherita for a more casual evening.
Silver Note offers an intimate ambience with
tapas-style international dishes served to the
sounds of soft jazz and blues, and the Hot
Rocks restaurant offers a healthier alternative
of meat, fish and vegetables that you can simply
cook to your own taste at your table.You’ll also
find sushi, sashimi and an explosion of Asian
flavours in Kabuki; this is the perfect venue for
a special occasion, with a theatrical teppanyaki
experience available exclusively for evening
diners. Finally, La Terrazza showcases the
distinctive Italian heritage of Silversea, offering
an array of antipasti, primi and secondi with
flair and passion. Interactive food stations

complete the experience, with a mozzarella
bar, seafood station and olive oil cellar.
Public Areas
The Italian heritage of Silversea encourages
sociability and relaxation, and this is keenly
felt across the ship’s stunning public areas.
At the heart of Silver Muse, DolceVita is the
meeting place for like-minded travellers to
discuss the day’s travels and share stories with
friends.A live pianist sets the mood, as an array
of cocktails, wines and spirits are served up in
style. Set on the highest level of the ship, the
Observation Lounge is a quiet space to relax
and embrace the sweeping seascapes, read the
papers, or borrow a book from the in-house
library.The sophisticated Connoisseur’s
Corner is for those who enjoy the finer things,
where refined cognacs, whiskies and cigars can
be enjoyed in tranquility after dinner. Dazzling
full scale productions can be enjoyed in the
L’Opera Theatre, with cabaret seating creating
an intimate space. By day, the Pool Deck is an
open-air idyll where you can recline and enjoy
the sunshine, with pool attendants on hand

to cater for your every need. Lastly, Spa by
Silversea is well-equipped with nine treatment
rooms, saunas and steam rooms, and a choice
of invigorating therapies to rejuvenate after a
busy day exploring ashore.
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ON BOARD WITH EDIE RODRIGUEZ
The President & CEO of Crystal Cruises talks to Portside.

the shipyards in Germany, and attending
board meetings in Hong Kong where our
parent company is based. Like I said, no two
days are ever the same.

1

Tell us a little about yourself and how
you got into cruising.
Ever since I was a little girl, my passion was
to travel the world. Being the independent
person that I am, I had to figure out a way
to fund it. I decided I would start my career
as a travel consultant and that would open
up the opportunities for me to travel.
That was 35 years ago and the rest, as they
say is history.Among all the travelling I
do, cruising has always been my favourite
type of travel.
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2

What does your day-to-day role
involve with Crystal Cruises?
Overseeing the largest expansion in the
travel and hospitality industry, no day is
alike. I oversee all of Crystal’s brands and
have great teams around the world, on land,
at sea, and in the sky to help, as it is truly a
team effort. I’m a workaholic, so I’m up at
4:45 am every day, and will work on our
business strategy and growth, reading and
responding to 300 emails, travelling for
business, meeting with our teams, going to

3

For any readers not familiar with the
brand, can you sum up what Crystal is
all about?
We are no longer just Crystal Cruises,
the world’s most-awarded luxury cruise
line.We are now Crystal, the world’s most
luxurious lifestyle and hospitality brand
portfolio.This encompasses creating
memories of a lifetime through our myriad
of experiences on the oceans, rivers, and
in the sky.And it all begins with Crystal’s
legendary standard of luxury service.

4

Crystal has substantial plans for
growth; can you tell us about those?
Over summer 2015, I unveiled the
blueprint for a major brand and fleet
expansion.This unprecedented growth
officially began on December 21 2015 with
the launch of Crystal Expedition Cruises,
featuring our 62-guest super yacht, Crystal
Esprit, which has the cruise industry’s first
ever submarine at sea along with other
extreme water toys.
We are building upon her success with
three purpose-built polar mega-yachts
that will be outfitted with submarines,
helicopters, and spacious penthouses and
villas.We will take delivery of our first

vessel, Crystal Endeavor, in 2019, with two
additional mega-yachts debuting in 2020
and 2021.
In July we debuted Crystal River Cruises
with the newly reimagined Crystal Mozart,
bringing true luxury river cruising to
Europe. Next summer, we will introduce
the first series of our new-build river yachts
with Crystal Bach and Crystal Mahler, both
110-guest capacity vessels, while Crystal
Debussy and Crystal Ravel will follow in
2018.These first four luxury river yachts
will sail stunning itineraries along the
Danube, Rhine and Main.

Crystal Esprit’s Submarine

Our luxury global experiences have also
projected skyward. In April, our private jet
charter service, Crystal Luxury Air, took
to the skies with a Bombardier Global
Express Jet that accommodates just 12
guests.Additionally, we are announcing a
second aircraft based on travel partners and
guests’ wishes to customise their vacation
experiences with all things Crystal.

land and in the sky for their personality,
and then train their skills.And guests are
making their high levels of satisfaction
publicly known as we remain a leader in the
luxury industry, recognised by several travel
professional organisations as the best luxury
cruise line and winning highly acclaimed
magazine awards voted by their readers.
7

Lastly, we will introduce Crystal Exclusive
Class™ ocean ships that will set a new
standard of luxury travel with signature
features and guest amenities, boasting
luxurious Crystal Residences that allow
travellers to literally call a Crystal ship
‘home’.The privately owned apartments
will range from 600 to 10,000+ square feet
and have access to private amenities, dining
and other services.
5

How do you like to spend your day on
board a Crystal ship?
It begins with sleeping in late, followed by
the gym, a massage, and relaxing out on my
balcony. In the evening, it’s eating dinner at
the Silk Road and Sushi Bar, our exclusive
Nobu at Sea restaurant, and catching a
movie in our Hollywood Theatre.

6

Crystal has consistently been
recognised in ‘World’s Best’ awards –
can you sum up why you think this is?
It all begins with our high standard of
luxury service.We hire our crew at sea, on

Finally, why should our readers cruise
on one of your ocean, river or yacht
brands?
The all-inclusive Crystal experience is a
heady combination of elegance, indulgence
and discovery.We are elevating and
redefining luxury travel with innovative
excellence, exquisite ships outfitted
with submarines and special water toys,
bold itineraries, customised destination
experiences, signature adventures that
only Crystal can deliver, and the highest
standards of personalised service at sea,
on land and in the sky.
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CRYSTAL ESPRIT
Ship Profile

cruise line: Crystal Cruises refurbished: 2015 crew: 91 guests: 62
length: 269 feet width: 46 feet cruising speed: 16 knots tonnage: 3,341

When cruising becomes so intimate, so
exclusive, and so luxurious, it can only be
referred to as yachting.That’s what Crystal
Cruises decided when they imagined Crystal
Esprit, the first of the CrystalYacht Cruises fleet.
Its extensive refurbishment in 2015 has brought
a new cruising concept to the world’s oceans,
with the line inviting aboard just 62 discerning
guests to share a unique travel experience.
The renowned Crystal experience remains
the same; the all-inclusive package features
fine wines and premium spirits, the service is
second-to-none, and there are a huge choice of
excursions to lure you ashore. But, the whole
experience is made more personal on this
stunning, more boutique ship.With access to
smaller ports and untouched beaches, the scale
of Crystal Esprit means that itineraries allow
privileged access to some of the world’s most
secluded and exotic spots.There’s something
for every taste, both on board and ashore, but
among the highlights for adrenaline junkies
are the extreme water toys available from the
ship’s marina.
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Yacht Suite

Suites
Choose from theYacht Suites or the Owner’s
Suites, both of which offer Crystal’s trademark
butler service.Your bags will be packed and
unpacked for you, if you desire; your adventures
ashore will be arranged at your request; and room
service will be delivered in-suite at the drop of a
hat. Stylishly appointed interiors offer modern
comfort, with custom carpet in the living areas
and beautiful stone flooring in the bathroom.
Flat-screen, high-definition TVs are in every suite,
and 60 minutes of WiFi is complimentary to each
guest, each day. Beside every bed you’ll even find
an iPad featuring digital information, room service,
an alarm clock and more. In the Owner’s Suites,
a spacious living room provides additional room
to relax and socialise, beds are topped with fine
100% Egyptian cotton, and the spa-like bathroom
is enhanced with the addition of a Jacuzzi stone
tub and separate rain shower.
Dining
Crystal Esprit may be smaller in size, but this does
not detract from the superb quality and choice
of dining aboard; Michelin-star level cuisine can

be enjoyed throughout your voyage, at no
additional cost. Modern and classic specialities
are served in the elegantYacht Club where
dishes on the sumptuous menu are influenced
by the destinations visited on the yacht’s
itinerary, and are prepared by Crystal’s awardwinning culinary team. For breakfast and
lunch, head to the relaxed Patio Café, where
innovative salads, small plates and charcuterie
are served with the addition of unbeatable
ocean views.The Grill is located on the Sun
Deck, offering a menu of global street food
that changes with each destination you visit
to incorporate local flavours and spices. Fresh
wraps, chargrilled meats and delicious smaller
bites can all be enjoyed here.
Facilities
The facilities aboard Crystal Esprit cater
perfectly to the needs of the travellers aboard.
You can indulge in a rejuvenating treatment
in the ship’s spa after a day’s adventures ashore,
or partake in yoga, meditation or other fitness
classes throughout the day.A full gym is also
available, along with a sauna and spa – ideal

for some post-workout relaxation.As the sun
goes down, head to the Sunset Bar at the aft
of the top deck to enjoy a drink with a view.
Additionally, the intimate, window-lined
Cove bar is a hub of social activity; unwind
with a pre-dinner drink, and enjoy an evening
of refined entertainment with the chance to
meet your fellow passengers.

yacht. While ashore, you can choose from a
selection of complimentary active and cultural
excursions to satisfy all tastes. Or, take a bike
ashore in certain ports to explore at your own
pace and craft your own adventure.

Activities
To make your exclusive yachting experience
even better, Crystal have incorporated
a private marina platform, which opens
up off the back of the ship. An array of
complimentary watersports can be enjoyed
here, including water-skiing, wakeboarding
and kayaking.Take some snorkels and flippers
and spend some time watching the marine
world go by, or hire some fishing equipment
for a serene afternoon at sea.Tropical locations
mean chances of unique catches.You’ll
even be able to indulge with the ultimate in
underwater adventure on a two-passenger
submarine. For more above-surface fun, take
an afternoon trip on the Wider 32 super-
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TOP FIVE THINGS TO DO IN… ROME

Known as Italy’s ‘Eternal City’, Rome is
one of the world’s most spectacular urban
destinations.World-class museums showcase
the city’s unique artistic heritage and
simply wandering the streets will have you
stumbling upon countless medieval piazzas
and historic statues.This is a destination
bursting with heritage attractions and
ancient sights; with so many landmarks to
discover, make the most of your precious
stay with our top ﬁve Rome highlights.

01

TREVI FOUNTAIN
Since its restoration in 2015,
the white marble of the Trevi
Fountain gleams brighter than it has for many
years. Formed of mythical creatures and horses,
this collection of sculptures stands in front
of the 17th century Palazzo Poli. Its creation
was the result of a competition in 1730 a popular way for buildings and fountains to
be commissioned during the Baroque period.
But it’s not just architecturally rich; on average,
3,000 Euros a day are thrown into the fountain.
The tradition is to toss a coin over your
shoulder into the fountain, to ensure that
one day you will return to Rome.
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Trevi Fountain

02

COLOSSEUM
Adorning the covers of travel
guides across the world, the
Colosseum is perhaps Rome’s most iconic
landmark.This gladiatorial arena tells the
thrilling tale of the brutal fights that took place
here almost 2,000 years ago.Tiered seating
overlooks the arena, underneath which is an
underground complex where the animals were
caged in preparation for the games.As you
walk the ancient corridors, you’ll learn about
the fascinating history of the 50,000-seat
amphitheatre and the lives of the gladiators
who fought here.

03

FORUM
Once the social and political
centre of the Roman Empire,
the Roman Forum is now a sprawling
collection of ancient ruins.Wander through
its relics of temples and basilicas, admiring
grand arches and pillars and imagining the
day-to-day lives of the ancient Romans who
lived here when it was a bustling marketplace.
As you navigate the cobblestone streets, look
out for such highlights as the white marble
Arco di Settimio Severo, the Senate House,
and the Casa delleVestali – a temple residence.
The Forum is one of the most impressive
historic sites in the city and a long-standing
reminder of the Roman Empire.

The Colosseum

04

SISTINE CHAPEL
No trip to theVatican is
complete without a visit to the
Sistine Chapel.This spectacular building is best
known as the location of the Papal Conclave
and for its incredibly decorative ceiling,
painted by Michelangelo. But with frescoes
depicting the life of Moses and the life of
Christ, and the famous painting of the The Last
Judgement on the altar wall, each corner of
this magnificent chapel is as awe-inspiring as
the last.Take a tour to appreciate the skill that
went into creating the masterpieces within
over 400 years ago.

05

The Gallery of Maps, The Vatican

ST PETER’S BASILICA
The famous dome of St Peter’s
Basilica is a dominant feature
on Rome’s skyline, and can be seen from across
the city.As the burial site of the first pope,
St Peter himself, this is one of the most famous
churches in the world and an important
religious destination for Catholics.Thousands
of pilgrims flock here each year to visit this
magnificent building and the shrine of St.
Peter. Brave the 551 steps, or take the lift,
and enjoy incredible rooftop views over
the city and St. Peter’s Square from the top
of the dome.
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THE SILVER DISCOVERER
AROUND PAPUA NEW GUINEA
Silversea are charting a new course in discovery cruising with
the introduction of Silversea Expeditions. These itineraries whisk
passengers away to off-the-beaten-track places that are seldom,
if ever, visited by any other passenger ship. Scott Anderson joined
Silver Discoverer on a 14-day voyage around Papua New Guinea to
find out what makes these voyages so special.

On my sailing there were just 86 guests with
a crew of 96 to look after us.Wet landings,
Zodiacs, life jackets and daily briefings were all
part of everyday life on board, and there was
certainly no cruise directors, Broadway shows,
rock climbing wall or 10-deck high atrium.
I flew to Koror in Palau, an island nation
situated in the Pacific Ocean, east of the
Philippines. I took a taxi to the port and was
expecting a terminal building, but no, the ship
was tied up among the containers.And so
my cab dropped me off right at the gangway.
Again, the difference in regular cruising and
expedition cruising was becoming clear.
Embarkation was a breeze; I walked up the
gangway while crew members took my
suitcase, and I was then shown to the main
lounge to complete the procedures, all handled
by the expedition team.After being given a
moist towel to freshen up followed by a glass
of champagne, I handed over my passport and
collected my room key and security pass.The
easiest embarkation ever.
As I made my way along the corridor my
suitcase was already arriving; that’s the beauty
of small ship cruising, nothing takes too long.
The butler, Mary-Ann, soon arrived offering a
choice of bath amenities (Bulgari or Salvatore
Ferragamo) and showed off the features of the
suite. I was travelling in aView Suite – whose
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very comfortable181 ft² / 16.8m² layout
features a marble bathroom complete with
rainfall shower.
That evening, my fellow guests and I met the
expedition leader, Brad Siviour, and the rest
of the team.There was a lady who specialised
in ethnography, an ornithologist (or bird
nerd as he introduced himself as), two marine
biologists, a dive master, a geologist and a
traditional master navigator – we were in
good hands.The voyage also featured a dive
programme, and there were maybe 20 guests
who were onboard specifically for this – some
of the destinations we were travelling to were
pretty remote and hard to reach in any other
way.We sailed south from Palau under clear
blue skies towards Papua New Guinea, and
had two days at sea to relax and get to know
our fellow guests and crew. I enjoyed lectures
held in the Explorer Lounge, on such subjects
entitled “Papua New Guinea – a land like
no other”,“Introduction to Expedition
Photography” and “The Pacific Ring of Fire.”
When not enjoying the talks, I was out on the
deck eagerly looking for wildlife and birds.
After our two days on the high seas, we had
crossed the equator and arrived at our first port
of call in Papua New Guinea –Vanimo.The
zodiac boats were lowered and Brad and the
team went ashore to find a suitable landing site.

It was exciting to zip across the ocean in the
open Zodiacs, the wind in your hair with the
occasional sea spray blowing over the bow. It
wasn’t long until we saw the landing site and
had our first wet-landing – it was only into
about a foot of water and the tropical waters
and soft sand felt so good.
We were greeted by the locals, who were
dressed up in ceremonial costumes with
traditional face markings.Their smiles and
effort were both welcoming and humbling.
They had put on a few demonstrations such
as pottery-making, weaving, and one lady was
even being tattooed with charcoal ink using a
long thin plant thorn in place of a needle.The
local school children were on hand to assist us
and help answer any questions and they were
just as curious to see us as we were them. It
was then time for the main show and we were
ushered to the beach to enjoy the full local
‘singsing’ and dance performance.
The next day we were in Kopar Village, near
the mouth of the Sepik River.After landing
in the Zodiacs we were treated to about five
different singsings, all very different from
the previous day’s, with unique costumes
and instruments. One particular highlight
was the ‘spirit dance’, which is very similar
to the Chinese dragon dance.This spectacle
was much larger than the previous one and

see the Baining Fire Dance.We left the ship
after an early dinner and arrived in darkness at
KainagunanVillage, where a fire was already
burning surrounded by a semi-circle of chairs.
It wasn’t long until the drums sounded in
a steady, hypnotic rhythm and the chosen
tribesmen emerged from the jungle wearing
elaborate, oversized masks.They danced
around the now-roaring fire, matching their
pace to the drums. Occasionally, one would
run into the fire itself and kick the burning
embers, sending sparks flying across the grass
and into the night sky. It was utterly climactic;
at one point, a newborn baby was carried into
the fire to celebrate its birth.To prepare, the
dancers retreat into the jungle a week prior
and, while not much is known about the
reclusive Baining people, we can speculate
that the process includes some hallucinogenic
substance or locally brewed liquor. It was
a truly humbling glimpse into a way of life
seldom seen by Westerners.

A Huli Wigman

there was plenty to see and do – we even took
the Zodiacs up the Sepik River and into the
jungle for a river safari.The show in Kopar was
great; however, we’d seen nothing compared to
what awaited us in Madang.
Madang is located on the north coast, and is
one of the main tourist destinations of the
country.After a suckling pig barbecue for
lunch, we were treated to the most amazing
performances here – about 15 different tribes
from across the region had been arranged
to sing and dance for us.The sounds of the
rival groups filled the air with chanting and
high-pitched singing. The event had a carnival
atmosphere about it; we saw the Mud Men and
the famous Huli Wigmen, with their bright
yellow faces, nose piercings and colourful head
gear.The event was a cacophony of sounds,
of bright colours and brighter music, and the
memories will stay with me forever.
We visited many tribes and villages on this
trip and enjoyed many singsings, however,
one of the stand-outs was an evening trip to

Another trip highlight was looking for the
elusive birds of paradise on Fergusson Island. It
was an early start as the Zodiac left the ship at
6am; our guides took us through a local village
then we headed up to see the hot springs.The
smell of sulphur was strong in the air as we
made our way over the brown-and-yellowstained rocks to reach the small geysers and
bubbling mud pools.We saw local parrots,
butterflies, imperial doves, pacific swallows,
atoll starlings and frigate birds.
Our final day was spent on Dobo, a remote,
uninhabited, palm-tree-fringed island that had
some excellent coral reefs surrounding it.We
received a quick briefing by the expedition
team on the beach and were soon swimming
over the coral reefs, spotting black-and-white
striped fish, various surgeon fishes, wrasse, sea
cucumbers and a few clown fish too.To have
this whole island to ourselves was a real treat,
and the crew even set up a bar on the sand,
providing beers, cocktails and fruit punch.
The entire voyage was one of my favourite
holidays ever – and I’ve travelled a lot! The
staff and crew were second-to-none in
terms of service, and the knowledge of the
expedition team was exceptional.The ship
was comfortable and the food tasty, but the real
star was the destination and the friendly people
of Papua New Guinea.An expedition voyage
with Silversea helps you immerse yourself in
the culture, wildlife, landscape and habitat of
a region with the help of industry-leading
experts and expedition guides who bring it
all to life.
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EXCLUSIVE Includes 6-day land tour of Italy followed by a 7-day cruise

rome

venice

Italy & Croatia Adventure
departure 06 Jul 2017 ship name Le Lyrial duration 13-day cruise & stay

SUPERIOR
STATEROOM

DELUXE
STATEROOM

PRESTIGE
STATEROOM

£4,299 pp

£4,499 pp £4,699 pp

The Cattedrale di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence

Begin your holiday with a superb
six-day Italian land tour, to historic
Rome, the romance of Florence,
and the iconic canals of Venice
Explore Split and Dubrovnik's
histroy, and their UNESCO World
Heritage-listed old towns, with
terracotta rooftops and fabulous
architecture
Lavender ﬁelds, vineyards and
stone villages await on the
glamorous island of Hvar, just off
the coast of Split

Ports of call: Rome, Florence, Venice, Split, Korčula, Kotor,
Dubrovnik, Hvar, Opatija, Venice

For full details, terms & conditions, visit
theluxurycruisecompany.com/144583

DAYS 1–3 | ROME TO FLORENCE

delights on a sight-seeing tour. Medieval
streets bring you past historic basilicas to reach
such famous sights as the multi-tiered Ponte
Vecchio Bridge and the cathedral's giant
brick-and-marble beauty.

sights of St. Mark's Basilica, the Doge's Palace
and the Grand Canal, and spend time getting
lost amongst the winding narrow passageways
of the fascinating canal network.You’ll then
transfer to the port to embark Le Lyrial.

Your holiday begins in five-star comfort at
the Baglioni Hotel Regina in Rome where
you’ll be within walking distance of the city's
many attractions.You'll embark on a 3-hour
sightseeing tour, visiting the historic wonders
of the Trevi Fountain, Pantheon, Piazza
Navona and St. Peter’s Basilica.The following
morning, you’ll make your way to the train
station for a first class rail journey to Florence.
Here you'll explore its countless Renaissance

DAYS 4–6 | VENICE You’ll depart from
Florence in the afternoon, after a morning of
further exploration, taking a train onwards to
Venice. Here you’ll be staying at the historic
Baglioni Hotel Luna, housed in a magnificent
Venetian palace just a minute’s walk from St.
Mark’s Square.With two nights here, you’ll
be sure to fall in love with the romance and
quaint charm of the city. Discover the must-see

DAYS 7–9 | SPLIT, KORCULA & KOTOR

18 020 7838 5906

The turquoise waters of the Dalmatian Coast
glitter beneath the Croatian sunshine, and, in
your first port of call, Split, you’ll experience
this beautiful sight first hand.The historic city
centre is listed as a UNESCO World Heritage
site, with gorgeous terracotta rooftops
contrasting against the cloudless blue skies of
the summer months. Explore the Diocletian’s

Croatian Plavac Grapes

Hvar, Croatia

Palace, St. Domnius Cathedral, and numerous
galleries and courtyards.Then, sail to the island
of Korcula in the Adriatic Sea.The harbour
town here is known for its medieval district;
here you can take the staircase up the Revelin
Tower, which provides a spectacular viewpoint
over the Pelješac Peninsula. During your visit,
be sure to sample such fine, award-winning
local wines as the red plavac and the white
posip. You’ll have further time to explore after
dark – the ship sets sail at midnight.

DAYS 10–13 | DUBROVNIK, HVAR, OPATIJA

Dubrovnik is bursting with
history and boasts a magnificent setting on a
rocky spur. Known best for its distinctive old
town, gorgeous marble streets, travertine stone
and Baroque buildings, it's all complemented
beautifully by the shimmer of the Dalmatian
Coast. Be sure to walk along the ramparts
to admire the coastal views.Another late
evening departure will take you on to Hvar,
a glamorous island off the coast of Split. Here,

& VENICE/ UK

lavender fields, vineyards and stone villages
create an idyllic Mediterranean landscape
and ancient traditions can be discovered in
Stari Grad, the country’s oldest town. It's
all surrounded by impressive dry stone wall
structures.Then, in Opatija, an elegant seaside
resort, you’ll find a sun-kissed promenade set
against a backdrop of forested hills. Return to
Venice for your flight home.

On board Le Lyrial
Ponant’s luxurious yachts offer an authentic
and sophisticated travel experience. Built on an
intimate scale, Le Lyrial has just 122 staterooms
and suites aboard, making this a truly exclusive
yachting experience.
The attentive service from the French crew
makes every guest feel at home. Like her
sister ships, Le Lyrial blends this intimacy with
Ponant’s signature elegance and emphasis
on wellbeing. Interiors are inspired by the

destinations visited, like the delicate grey-blues
of polar ice.
Enjoy a traditional afternoon tea or cocktails
in the main lounge, and soak up the sunshine
in the relaxing open-air bar on the pool deck.
Dining is available in the Grill or Gastronomic
restaurants, where gourmet dishes are served up
for breakfast, lunch and dinner. Choose from
a menu serving both French and international
cuisine, alongside a selection of fine wines.
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EXCLUSIVE Includes hotel stay in Lisbon, plus your choice of free drinks, tours and more

barcelona

lisbon

Ancient Empires
departure 17 Jul 2017 ship name Sirena duration 14-day fly-cruise & stay

OCEAN VIEW
STATEROOM

VERANDA
STATEROOM

CONCIERGE
VERANDA

£2,429 pp

£2,649 pp £2,799 pp

The View from Park Guell, Barcelona

Visit the highlights of the
Mediterranean, with ports of call
in bustling Barcelona and Italy's
must-see city sights of Florence,
Pisa and Rome
Soak up the charms of Andalusia,
with the opportunity to uncover
the historic sights of Málaga,
Granada and Seville
Explore the cobblestone streets and
magniﬁcent cathedrals of Lisbon
with a three-night hotel stay in the
heart of the city

Ports of call: Barcelona, Saint-Tropez, Livorno (Florence
& Pisa), Civitavecchia (Rome), Cartagena, Málaga, Seville,
Lisbon

For full details, terms & conditions, visit
theluxurycruisecompany.com/144549

DAYS 1–3 | BARCELONA / SAINT TROPEZ

charming villages and visit a local winery.
From Livorno, you can relive the Renaissance
with a day spent in Florence, visit Pisa’s famed
white marble beauty, or escape to the Tuscan
countryside.

Depart from the UK on your
included British Airways flight.Arriving
in Barcelona you’ll be met by a private car
and transferred to the port to embark Sirena.
Discover the charms of Catalonia as you
explore the magnificent Gothic cathedral and
Gaudí’s emblematic Sagrada Familia in your
first port of call.Then, in Saint Tropez, absorb
the glamour of the French Riviera, or venture
out into the Provençal countryside to admire

Arrive in Rome's magnificence, where
you can marvel at the splendour of St.
Peter’s Basilica, the Sistine Chapel, and the
ancient grandeur of the Roman Forum and
Colosseum. If you’d prefer to experience the
Roman countryside, enjoy a drive through
the lush farmlands of the region to the
medieval Castel Gandolfo.You’ll have a day at

/ LIVORNO

20 020 7838 5906

DAYS 4–6 | ROME / CARTAGENA

sea next to recharge your batteries and enjoy
the luxurious delights of your ship before
arriving in Cartagena.This walled city boasts
spectacular hilltop views from Concepción
Castle; visit the naval museum for an insight
into the history of the port, or explore the
remains of the 13th century Cathedral of
Santa Maria.
DAYS 7–9 | MÁLAGA / SEVILLE The delights

of Andalusia are next on your itinerary. From
picturesque mountains and iconic ‘white
towns’, to the historic sights of Alcazaba and an
ancient amphitheatre, this area is awash with
Spanish charm.While anchored in Málaga,

Spanish Tapas

Lisbon, Portugal

enjoy a day in Granada taking in the beauty
of the magnificent Alhambra and Generalife
Gardens.Then, sail onwards to Seville, where
an overnight stay on board will allow you to
become fully immersed in the sun-soaked
treasures of this port.Visit the cathedral, climb
the decorative Giralda Tower for wonderful
views across the city, and stroll through the
picturesque alleyways of Barrio de Santa Cruz
- ideal for sampling some authentic local tapas
and some fine spanish reds.

Disembark
in Lisbon and take a private transfer to the
five-star Avenida Palace.You’ll complete
your journey with a three-night stay at this
beautiful hotel, conveniently located right in
the heart of the city. Overlooking the vibrant
Restauradores Square, you won’t have to
venture far from your accommodation to find
a thriving scene of restaurants, bars and shops.
During your stay, visit the ornate Belem Tower
and Jerónimos Monastery, and lose yourself in

DAYS 10–14 | LISBON / UK

On board Sirena
As Oceania Cruises’ newest addition, Sirena
embodies the highlights of its sister ships while
adding a few new classics of its own.Whether
it’s taking afternoon tea, relaxing to the strains
of live jazz with a martini, or pampering
yourself with a treatment in the spa, you’ll
be well looked after.There’s even everything
from a library and a sports deck to a casino and
onboard entertainment; think musicals, cabaret
cinema and dance nights. However, it’s in the
restaurants that Sirena really shines.There’s fine

the winding streets of the traditional Alfama
district. Finally, on day 14, you’ll check out
of the hotel and take a private transfer to the
airport for your flight home.

Bullet point in here please in
gastronomy in the Grand Dining Room,Asian here please please.
favourites in Red Ginger and Italian delicacies Bullet point 2 in here please and
at Tuscan Steak while lighter bites can be found
here as well.
throughout the ship.

Bullet point in here please and
After dinner, retire to your luxurious suite or some. 18-night cruise aboard Ship
Name®.
stateroom where hardwood detailing, rich
fabrics and original art makes for luxury stays.
Enjoy live broadcasts from your plush couchYour adventure starts in the hustle and bustle
of Singapore from where you will set sail for
or step out onto your private teak verandah for
a relaxing day at sea, destination Koh Samui.
spectacular views.
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EXCLUSIVE Discover polar bears, seals, walrus, stunning scenery and more

oslo

longyearbyen

Circumnavigation Spitsbergen
departure 18 Jul 2017 (other dates available) ship name MS Fram duration 11-day fly-cruise & stay

POLAR
INSIDE

POLAR
OUTSIDE

ARCTIC
SUPERIOR

£4,849 pp

£5,639 pp £6,199 pp

Spitsbergen, Svalbard

Explore the fascinating Arctic Island
of Spitsbergen, cruising through
spectacular fjords and nature
reserves, surrounded by glaciers
and mountains
Look out for polar bears, seals
and walrus as you sail through
this largely untouched wilderness,
enjoying fascinating lectures
onboard from the Expedition Team
With expedition landings, hikes
and kayaking on offer, Hurtigruten
delivers an incredibly immersive
Arctic experience
DAYS 1–3 | OSLO / LONGYEARBYEN /

Fly directly to Oslo with
British Airways and make your way to the
four-star Thon Opera hotel for a one-night
stay.This fjord-side city is blessed with both the
natural beauty of lush forests, lakes and hills,
and a variety of world-class museums, galleries
and restaurants.You’ll have time to explore the
sights before flying onwards to Longyearbyen
where you’ll stay overnight.As Spitsbergen's

BARENTSBURG

22 020 7838 5906

Ports of call: Oslo, Longyearbyen, Barentsburg, North West
Spitsbergen National Park, Eastern Svalbard Nature Reserves,
South Spitsbergen National Park, Isfjorden, Longyearbyen

For full details, terms & conditions, visit
theluxurycruisecompany.com/144562
main town, Longyearbyen boasts a stunning
Arctic backdrop along with a surprisingly
cosmopolitan culture. It’s a marked contrast
to your next stop – the Russian village of
Barentsburg, itself characterised by bleak
Soviet architecture and ongoing coal mining.
Here you’ll experience a different side to
Svalbard, and see a colourful folklore show
before re-embarking.
DAYS 4–6 | NORTHWEST SPITSBERGEN

Sailing out into the icy
waters, you’ll navigate around the islands and
inlets of the Kongsfjorden.At the head of the
fjord, you might be lucky enough to witness

mighty glaciers calving into the sea below
with a thunderous crash.The Hurtigruten
Expedition Team will then offer you the
incredible opportunity to traverse a glacier.As
you head to the northern side of Spitsbergen,
Raudfjorden and Hamiltonbukta boast
fantastic hiking and kayaking opportunities,
where this smaller fjord is surrounded by a fine
alpine landscape. Here you can learn more
about the whaling heritage of the region and
visit a historic trapper station.

NATIONAL PARK

DAYS 7–9 | EASTERN SVALBARD NATURE
RESERVES / SOUTH SPITSBERGEN
NATIONAL PARK With a higher density

Arctic Fox, Longyearbyen

Polar Bear, Spitsbergen

of polar bears here than any other part of
Svalbard, this is the place to keep your eyes
peeled for a sighting.Alkefjellet is the most
famous cliff of the Spitsbergen archipelago;
it's the breeding ground for thousands of
Brünnich’s guillemot. From the decks of this
smaller ship you’ll sail closer to the shore,
watching the cliffs animate in the teeming
birdlife. Sailing out to the large fjords east of
Spitsbergen, spectacular views of the coast will
unravel, offering a vista of hundreds of glaciers

and mountains as far as the eye can see.You’ll
also visit Hornsund on the southernmost tip
of the island, a fjord alive with arctic foxes and
polar bears.
DAYS 10–11 | ISFJORD / LONGYEARBYEN

Spend a day exploring the the
Isfjord, the most prominent fjord system in
Svalbard. Here you'll discover a landscape of
large u-shaped valleys, a result of giant glaciers
shaping the land ten thousand years ago.The

/ OSLO / UK

On board MS Fram
A unique polar expedition ship, MS
Fram migrates from pole to pole, cruising
around Antarctica from November to
February and returning to the Arctic for the
northern summer.
Specially designed for polar expeditions, this
robust vessel guarantees passenger safety in the
sometimes-challenging conditions of remote
polar waters, while offering comfort and
facilities more in line with a luxury hotel.

native Svalbard reindeer are found here in
large numbers, so you are likely to share your
day with these curious creatures.As your
journey is drawing to a close, the crew will
host a farewell barbecue – a fitting send off.
Surrounded by Arctic natural beauty, you can
absorb the grandeur of one of Mother Nature’s
finest creations for one last time, before your
flight back to Oslo. From the Norwegian
capital, a connecting British Airways flight will
deliver you home.

Bullet point in here please in
The Fram is small for a cruise ship, and it’s this
here please please.
intimate atmosphere, complemented perfectly Bullet point 2 in here please and
by cool, Scandinavian décor, that helps heighten
here as well.
the sense of adventure on long expeditions.
Bullet point in here please and
The ship’s size also allows the stunning scenery
outside to dominate, with towering icebergs, some. 18-night cruise aboard Ship
Name®.
whales and Arctic wildlife all framed by the
Midnight Sun's glow. It's all best seen from the
ship’s observation lounge, where floor-to- Your adventure starts in the hustle and bustle
of Singapore from where you will set sail for
ceiling windows allow the views in, even when
a relaxing day at sea, destination Koh Samui.
it’s too chilly to head out on deck.
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EXCLUSIVE Includes $500 onboard spending money and a luxury stay in the desert

rome

dubai

Antiquity to Arabian Deserts
departure 27 Oct 2017 ship name Seven Seas Voyager® duration 21-day fly-cruise & stay

DELUXE
SUITE

CONCIERGE
SUITE (E)

CONCIERGE
SUITE (D)

£6,599 pp

£7,619 pp

£7,999 pp

Valletta, Malta

Sail from the Mediterranean to
the Middle East, passing along the
magniﬁcent Suez Canal from Egypt
Uncover ancient sights in
Rome, relive Greek mythology
in Heraklion and explore the
spectacular ruins of Petra on your
visit to Jordan
Complete your voyage with
a luxury two-night stay at the
Al Maha Desert Resort and
Spa in the desert landscapes
surrounding Dubai
DAYS 1–4 | ROME / PALERMO / VALLETTA

Fly directly to Rome, known as the Eternal
City for its iconic landmarks and artistic
heritage. Here you'll be transferred to the
port to embark Seven Seas Voyager® and begin
your luxurious voyage. Begin with a stop at
Palermo, the capital of Sicily, where Baroque
churches, Gothic palaces and souk-like
markets offer a tantalising insight into the
rich history of the island.Then, continuing
on to Malta, you'll have the chance to explore

24 020 7838 5906

Ports of call: Rome, Palermo, Valletta, Heraklion, Cairo,
Suez Canal, Luxor, Aqaba, Red Sea, Gulf of Aden, Arabian Sea,
Salalah, Muscat, Dubai

For full details, terms & conditions, visit
theluxurycruisecompany.com/144551
Valletta’s many historic sights.The impressive
19th century Mosta Dome ranks among
the highlights, which is visible from nearly
anywhere on the island. Next, a day at sea
offers the chance for indulgent relaxation.
DAYS 5–9 | HERAKLION / CAIRO / SUEZ

On the island of Crete, you
can uncover the legends of Greek mythology;
visit the great Minoan ruins at the Palace
of Knossos, commonly recognised as that
labyrinth of minotaur fame. In Cairo, you can
tick off the bucket list sights with the Great
Pyramids of Giza and the mighty Sphinx.
Then, take the time to immerse yourself in

CANAL / LUXOR

Egyptian culture with a trip to a bazaar to
haggle for mementos among the thriving,
energetic bustle.Then, bridge the gap from
here to the Red Sea with the magnificent
Suez Canal.As you travel along this man-made
wonder, relax and enjoy the desert landscapes
passing by, before arriving in exotic Luxor.
Cross the Nile to the famedValley of the Kings
and the Tomb of Tutankhamun, and take a jeep
safari into the desert to a Bedouin settlement
for a dramatic sunset reflecting across the sand.
DAYS 10–17 | AQABA / SALALAH / MUSCAT

Visit Aqaba in Jordan, which serves as the
gateway to the archaeological ruins of Petra.

The Suez Canal

The Treasury, Petra

You'll then travel through a half-mile-long
canyon to visit the site’s tombs and temples
that are carved into stunning pink sandstone
cliffs.Then, with time spent cruising the
Red Sea, the Gulf of Aden and the Arabian
Sea, make the most of the fabulous facilities
and services aboard. Salalah is your next stop,
on the southeastern coast of the Arabian
Peninsula. Explore golden beaches, lush green
banana plantations and seasonal waterfalls and
to learn of the city’s role in the spice trade.

Then, in Muscat, the capital of Oman, exciting
excursions include off-road desert jaunts and
dolphin watching.
DAYS 18–21 | DUBAI The final port of call

is the glamorous city of Dubai. Modern yet
exotic, the skyscrapers stand tall over the
glittering beaches below and traditional souks
offer luxury gold jewellery and designer
bargains. For a more traditional insight into
Arabian culture, you can venture out to the

On board Seven Seas Voyager ®

Old Quarter of Bastakiya, or visit the Al Fahidi
Fort museum.After disembarking here, you’ll
take a private transfer to the Al Maha Desert
Resort and Spa for remote beauty just 65km
from Dubai. Become immersed in the desert's
wilds while enjoying restorative therapies in
the spa, observing indigenous wildlife in their
natural surroundings and enjoying all the
luxuries of an indulgent Emirati resort. Check
out after your two night stay, and take a private
transfer to the airport for your flight home.

Bullet point in here please in

Seven SeasVoyager® is one of four all-inclusive,
ultra-luxury ships. Having just emerged from
dry dock, she enjoys a new sense of warmth
– her public spaces resplendent with elegant
new furnishings, rich upholstery and luxurious,
custom-milled carpeting.

wrap-around balconies, expansive living areas, here please please.
Hermes toiletries, iPhone docking stations and Bullet point 2 in here please and
the services of a personal butler.

Even the most basic of the ship's suites offer
marble bathrooms, private balconies, king-size
beds and walk-in wardrobes, while higher
grades include his-and-hers bathrooms,

brands, Canyon Ranch SpaClub®, on hand
Your adventure starts in the hustle and bustle
to help you combat the calories.Alternatively,
of Singapore from where you will set sail for
simpy relax after your included shore
excursions with an indulgent treatment. a relaxing day at sea, destination Koh Samui.

here as well.
Bullet point in here please and
When it comes to dining, guests can choose
some. 18-night cruise aboard Ship
from four sublime restaurants, with experts
from one of the world’s leading spa and wellnessName®.
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EXCLUSIVE Includes complimentary Veranda Suite upgrade

copenhagen

dover

Copenhagen & the Fjords
departure 20 Jul 2017 ship name Seabourn Quest duration 15-day fly-cruise & stay

OCEAN VIEW
SUITE

VERANDA
SUITE

PENTHOUSE
SUITE

£6,999 pp

£7,829 pp

£13,999 pp

Nyhavn, Copenhagen

Enjoy a two-night hotel stay in
Copenhagen, one of the most
well-loved cities in Scandinavia,
and embrace the friendly Danish
lifestyle
Sail through the picturesque
fjordlands on your luxurious small
ship, enjoying the panoramic vistas
of this dramatic scenery
Book onto exclusive excursions
with the onboard Ventures team,
including kayak and Zodiac boat
tours into the fjords to see the
waterfalls and mountains from a
unique perspective
DAYS 1–5 | UK/ COPENHAGEN/ AALBORG/

Ports of call: Copenhagen, Aalborg, Limfjord, Flåm,
Sognefjorden, Alesund, Molde, Geiranger, Olden, Nordfjord,
Bergen, Eidfjord, Hardangerfjord, Stavanger, Dover

For full details, terms & conditions, visit
theluxurycruisecompany.com/144566
Tivoli Gardens, browse the stylish shops, and
dip into the tempting cafés and restaurants that
line the narrow streets. Embark Seabourn Quest
here and sail onwards to Aalborg, where an
attractive waterfront, Renaissance landmarks
and a Danish distillery are among the many
attractions.

LIMFJORD From Gatwick, you’ll take the

short flight to Copenhagen for a two-night
pre-cruise stay. Explore Denmark’s pristine
capital from your central location at the 71
Nyhavn hotel.With a day at leisure to spend
as you wish, you can either book onto a
tailor-made excursion, or discover the sights
at your own pace. Visit the coloured lights of

26 020 7838 5906

DAYS 6–8 | FLÅM/ SOGNEFJORD/
ÅLESUND / MOLDE You’ll next sail into the

scenic fjordlands, with surroundings turning
from cityscapes to steep soaring mountains,
deep valleys and majestic waterfalls. In Flåm,
take a trip on the Flåm Railway, recognised
as one of the world’s most scenic stretches of

railroad.You can hike into the woods, enjoy
a day’s fishing, or take an excursion with the
Ventures team on a kayak or Zodiac boat to
tour the Aurlandsfjord.A day will be spent
cruising around the idyllic Sognefjord, before
arriving into Ålesund's Art Nouveau idealism
to learn of its Viking heritage. Fairytale towers
and turrets make this town one of the most
magical in Norway. Molde's fishing-village
charm is the next stop, with a surprisingly mild
climate for its northern position, thanks to the
Gulf Stream’s flow.
DAYS 9–11 | GEIRANGER/ OLDEN/
BERGEN The Geirangerfjord is without

Flåm Railway, Norway

Sognefjord, Norway

doubt one of the most breathtaking fjords in
Norway. Here, spectacular waterfalls crash
down steep cliffs into the narrow waterways
below, with the village of Geiranger at the
head of the fjord. Experience the beauty up
close from the comfort of your ship as you
sail along the winding passageways, or take
an excursion to the base of the famous Seven
Sisters Waterfall by kayak. In the peaceful
village of Olden, located at the end of the
Nordfjord, you can take excursions to the

Kjenndal and Briksdal glaciers to marvel at the
colossal authors of the fjord landscapes.You’ll
then arrive in Bergen, Norway’s second city,
where a mountainous backdrop and iconic
painted wood houses make this a highlight.
DAYS 12–15 | EIDFJORD/
HARDANGERFJORD/ STAVANGER/
DOVER Venture out for a hike in the

Hardangervidda National Park from Eidfjord.
Waterfalls tumble down into the valley below,

On board Seabourn Quest
Seabourn Quest is the third iteration of the
vessel that has been called ‘a game-changer for
the luxury segment’. Built at the T. Mariotti
shipyard in Genoa, she was named in Barcelona
on 20 June 2011.With their unmatched sense
of style, elegance and grace, Seabourn ships
are a truly luxurious option whether you're
after a freshly baked pizza poolside or gourmet
dining on your very own private verandah.
Aboard, every desire is met promptly and with a
welcoming smile. Nothing is too much trouble,

and awe-inspiring scenery surrounds in every
direction.You’ll spend a day onboard the ship
as you cruise the Hardangerfjord en route
to modern Stavanger whose cosmopolitan
outlook is predicated on an oil baron's riches.
See the Romanesque cathedral, explore the
old medieval lanes, or take a guided hike to
Pulpit Rock. Make the most of the fresh
mountain air and idyllic scenes here, before
sailing all the way back to Dover to disembark.

Bullet point in here please in
from chilled towels and a frozen cocktail as you here please please.
gently drift along, to a relaxing neck massage byBullet point 2 in here please and
the pool.You’ll feel that you’re a member of an
here as well.
exclusive club.

Bullet point in here please and
some. 18-night cruise aboard Ship
Perhaps best of all, each ship offers all-suite
accommodation, Seabourn’s signature water Name®.
sports marina, an open-bar policy serving
premium wine, champagne and spirits, and Your adventure starts in the hustle and bustle
of Singapore from where you will set sail for
renowned menus.Tipping is neither expected
a relaxing day at sea, destination Koh Samui.
nor required and the service is second to none.
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EXCLUSIVE Enjoy the windmills of Amsterdam and the delights of the Rhine on this five-star river cruise

amsterdam

basel

Amsterdam & The Rhine
departure 8 Aug 2017 ship name AmaPrima duration 10-day fly-cruise & stay

OUTSIDE
CABIN

BALCONY
CABIN (C)

BALCONY
CABIN (BB)

£2,599 pp

£2,999 pp £3,339 pp

Zaanse Schans, Amsterdam

Begin in style with a two-night,
ﬁve-star hotel stay in Amsterdam.
Explore the city's highlights,
and venture into its stunning
countryside surrounds
Experience the magical beauty of
the Rhine river, passing fairytale
castles and fortress ruins as you sail
Call at the winemaking town of
Rüdesheim and sample the local
rieslings, or take a bike ride along
the picturesque riverside
DAYS 1–2 | UK / AMSTERDAM Arrive at
lunchtime in Amsterdam, after a comfortable
British Airways flight from Heathrow.Your
first two nights will be spent at the luxurious
Pulitzer Hotel. Located right on one of
Amsterdam’s most idyllic canals, you won’t
have far to wander to reach the Royal Palace
on the Dam Square.The following morning,
you’ll embark on a full-day excursion into
Amsterdam's surrounding countryside.Visit
a clogmaker in Marken, a selection of quaint
windmill villages and a Delft Blue pottery.

28 020 7838 5906

Ports of call: Amsterdam, Cologne, Rüdesheim, Heidelberg,
Strasbourg, Breisach, Basel

For full details, terms & conditions, visit
theluxurycruisecompany.com/144750
Enjoy a tour of The Hague, the seat of the
Dutch government, and pass by the grand
neo-Renaissance Peace Palace.
Check out of
your hotel today and take a private transfer to
the ship. On this first night of your sailing, a
Welcome Dinner offers the chance to mingle
with your fellow guests.Wake up to your own
private view from the twin balcony of your
stateroom, ready for a day’s exploration.Today,
a scenic cruise will guide you along the canals
of the city; see the distinctive narrow houses
lining the waterways, the Skinny Bridge and
the famous Anne Frank House.Then, leave the

ship and continue by foot to Begijnhof, one of
the oldest wooden courts in Amsterdam filled
with historic buildings; many date back to the
Middle Ages.

DAYS 3–4 | AMSTERDAM

DAYS 5–6 | COLOGNE / KOBLENZ /
RÜDESHEIM Your first stop in Germany

is Cologne, where the old town, Cathedral
Square, and Gothic cathedral are all covered
in your morning tour of the city. Enjoy some
time at leisure to peruse the shops and stop at a
quaint café before departing in the afternoon
for Koblenz.The next morning will be spent
cruising the picturesque Rhine Gorge, where
the landscape is scattered with mystical castles

Katz Castle, Rüdesheim am Rhine

Strasbourg, France

and historic ruins to admire along the way.
On arrival in Rüdesheim, choose from three
fascinating excursions: a local winetasting tour,
a guided bike trip along the river, or a gondola
ride above the town.This evening, visit
Siegfried’s Mechanical Music Museum, home
to a remarkable collection of old robotic and
self-playing musical instruments.
DAYS 7–8 | MANNHEIM / HEIDELBERG /
STRASBOURG After sailing overnight, you’ll

awake this morning in Mannheim. From
here, visit the historic town of Heidelberg to
see the red-walled castle, embark on a scenic
hike along Philosopher's Path for a town
overview, or choose a city tour of Speyer, one
of Germany’s oldest cities.This evening, the
ship sails overnight to Strasbourg, situated on
the German border.Tour the town’s highlights
by bicycle or bus, including the European
Parliament.Then,continue by foot to the
charming 'La Petite France' neighbourhood,

On board AmaPrima
Drawing inspiration from ocean cruise ships,
AmaPrima offers one of the most distinctive
river experiences.This stunning 164-passenger
vessel boasts spacious accommodation and
signature twin balconies, which allow every
guest to enjoy their own private vista.
Elegant décor throughout is paired with
the addition of unique design features, like
a magnificent glass elevator and an idyllic
'swim-up' bar on the sun deck, not to mention

where you’ll wander narrow streets lined with
half-timbered houses.
DAYS 9–10 | BREISACH / BASEL / UK

Breisach is home to cobblestone streets and
distinctive pastel-painted houses. Choose
between a walking tour of Riquewihr for
fine riesling wines and historic architecture,
explore Breisach and Freiburg for Gothic
cathedrals or opt for a woodland bike tour.
Continue to Basel and your flight home.

Bullet point in here please in
free WiFi access on board.A choice of dining
here please please.
venues mean that you’ll never tire of the stylish Bullet point 2 in here please and
and sophisticated menus aboard, whether it's
here as well.
fine dining indulgence or intimate meals from
Bullet point in here please and
a private chef.

some. 18-night cruise aboard Ship

Name®.
And, with a fitness centre, hair and beauty
salon, and even bicycles to take ashore,
Your adventure starts in the hustle and bustle
AmaWaterways have got everything covered.
All that’s left for you to do is relax as you of Singapore from where you will set sail for
a relaxing day at sea, destination Koh Samui.
meander along some of Europe’s greatest rivers.
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EXCLUSIVE Includes a post-cruise stay in Dubrovnik in a five-star luxury hotel

athens/piraeus

dubrovnik

Mediterranean Hideaways
departure 23 Apr 2017 ship name Crystal Esprit duration 10-day fly-cruise & stay

YACHT
SUITE

YACHT
SUITE (S2)

£3,819 pp

£4,399 pp

The Acropolis, Athens

Enjoy the relaxation and luxury of
visiting some of Greece’s off-thebeaten-track islands, including
the charming Nafplio, trafﬁc-free
Hydra, and Itea – the gateway to
ancient Delphi
Sail through the awe-inspiring
narrow passageway of the Corinth
Canal, where steep cliffs rise up to
meet your ship
Spend two days exploring
Dubrovnik’s medieval old town,
with a ﬁve-star hotel stay to
complete your itinerary
DAYS 1–2 | UK / PIRAEUS, ATHENS /
NAFPLIO Arrive in Athens after your British

Airways flight and join the stunning Crystal
Esprit. From here you’ll sail straight to the
Peloponnese Peninsula, and call at the city
of Nafplio on day two.With fewer crowds
than many of the Aegean Islands, you’ll enjoy
a combination of historic fortresses and a
relaxing café culture, along with everything
from neoclassic mansions to chic boutiques.

30 020 7838 5906

Ports of call: Piraeus (Athens), Nafplio, Hydra, Corinth Canal,
Itea, Parga, Corfu, Kotor, Dubrovnik

For full details, terms & conditions, visit
theluxurycruisecompany.com/144044
DAYS 3–4 | HYDRA / CORINTH CANAL

Hydra is one of Greece’s Saronic Islands,
and is a favourite destination with the locals.
Wander the steep, stone streets to explore the
town and head to the fashionable harbour
to sample fresh regional cuisine.With no
motor vehicles allowed on the island, you’ll
feel as though you’ve stepped into a bygone
age, where donkeys are the primary mode
of transportation.The following day will be
spent cruising the breathtaking Corinth Canal.
With steep rock walls rising up hundreds of
feet either side of the ship, this will be an aweinspiring passage as your small ship sails along
this narrow, four-mile stretch.

DAY 5 | ITEA / PARGA Next, you’ll find
yourself in the small town of Itea, the
gateway to ancient Delphi, which is situated
in an impressive position at the foot of Mt.
Parnassus.Then, when you sail into Parga,
a postcard-perfect sight will greet you.
Colourful houses dot the sloping hillsides,
and the sapphire waters of the stunning bay
sparkle in the Grecian sunshine.As you take
the day to explore, orange trees, olive groves
and golden sand beaches will continue to add
to the charms of this beautiful spot. Meander
along the tiny streets lined with old churches
and ancient ruins as friendly locals welcome
you into tavernas.

The Yacht Club, Crystal Esprit

Kotor, Montenegro

A perfect
blend of history, culture and nature help to
make Corfu one of the Mediterranean’s best
kept secrets.Admire theVenetian architecture
of the old town, visit the beautifully ornate
Achilleion Palace and Gardens, or simply bask
on the idyllic beaches, enjoying your final
taste of Greece.The following day you’ll sail
to Montenegro and unravel the splendour of
Kotor.The walled medieval old town here is
home to charming piazzas and inviting cafés

DAYS 6–7 | CORFU / KOTOR

joined together by a maze of winding lanes.
Lose yourself in the city's treasure trove of
heritage.
DAYS 8–10 | DUBROVNIK On arrival
in Dubrovnik, you’ll disembark and be
transferred to the five-star Hilton Imperial
by private car. Situated right in the centre of
Dubrovnik, this fantastic hotel is just a short
walk from the main square of the old city.The
distinctive terracotta rooftops of the town are

On board Crystal Esprit
Crystal Esprit, CrystalYacht Expedition Cruises'
luxurious super-yacht, made its debut in
December 2015 in the Seychelles.
On board, 62 guests will enjoy the most
intimate Crystal experience yet. Its luxury
suites feature tufted leather headboards, fine
linens, flat screen TVs and full-height closets
while en suite bathrooms come with glassenclosed rain showers, natural stone flooring
and backlit mirrors over double vanity units.

encased by the city walls, making for idyllic
views at every turn.Admire theVenetianstyle buildings and ancient stone architecture
during your two-night stay in Croatia’s most
popular tourist destination.A private car will
then pick you up and deliver you to the airport
for your British Airways flight home.

Bullet point in here please in
An extensive array of complimentary water
here please please.
sports are available for guests at the yacht's
Bullet point 2 in here please and
marina platform. Plus, guests can opt to
here as well.
purchase an underwater experience in the
Bullet point in here please and
onboard state-of-the-art deep sea submersible
some. 18-night cruise aboard Ship
Other onboard facilities include a sunset
cocktail bar, a Jacuzzi and a fabulous restaurant Name®.
with an ever-changing menu inspired by the
destinations to which Crystal Esprit sails. It's Your adventure starts in the hustle and bustle
true Michelin-standard dining prepared by of Singapore from where you will set sail for
a relaxing day at sea, destination Koh Samui.
celebrated chefs.
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EXCLUSIVE Includes hotel stays in Venice and Eze, France

venice

nice

Italian Odyssey
departure 06 Aug 2017 ship name Silver Muse duration 16-day fly-cruise & stay

CLASSIC
VERANDA

SUPERIOR
VERANDA

DELUXE
VERANDA

£6,379 pp

£6,569 pp £6,859 pp

Be among the ﬁrst to sail on the
newest addition to Silversea’s luxury
ﬂeet on a European itinerary oozing
with style.Through sun-kissed
Croatia, and the rustic beauty of
Tuscany, you’ll arrive in the ultimate
glamour of the French Riviera.
The first two nights of your trip are spent in
Venice, exploring the grand sights of St. Mark’s
Basilica and the Doge’s Palace, and winding
through the romantic back-streets. Boarding
Silver Muse, you'll then set out to discover
some of Croatia’s most important cities,
from historic Kvarner, to the stunning island
of Hvar and Dubrovnik's iconic walls and
terracotta jumble. Then, uncover the charms
of Montenegro's Kotor, where a backdrop of
imposing mountains overlook the deep waters
of the bay, and a proud hilltop fortress stands
guard over it all.
Next up, Brindisi welcomes to Italy with
hilltop villages and a rolling landscape of olive
groves and vineyards.Then, on to Sicily and
medieval Taormina's Mt. Etna-framed Roman
amphitheatre. In turn, Sorrento’s fragrant
lemon trees, the verdant drama of Elba, the
relaxed charm of Portofino, and the fascinating
history of Florence each offer their own
insight into the country’s enticing culture.

Taormina, Sicily

Grand Canal, Venice
Ports of call: Venice, Rijeka, Hvar, Dubrovnik, Kotor,
Brindisi, Taormina, Sorrento, Portoferraio (Elba), Portofino,
Livorno, Monte Carlo

Your last leg will then see you stop off in
Monte Carlo's glitz and glamour before a
stay in 400-year-old château overlooking the
French Riviera.Your flight home is from Nice.

For full details, terms & conditions, visit
theluxurycruisecompany.com/144547

On board Silver Muse
Silversea’s newest flagship, Silver Muse, will
take to the seas for the first time in April 2017,
bringing with her the ultra-luxury experience
shared by the rest of the fleet.With exquisite
décor and sumptuous suites, marble bathrooms,
floor-to-ceiling windows and fine attention to
detail are evident throughout.
Intimate service is delivered to the 596
pampered guests aboard, and handcrafted
details complete the exclusivity. Dine in a

32 020 7838 5906

choice of six sumptuous venues, with menus
ranging from gourmet lobster dishes to
theatrical teppanyaki.
Open air bars allow you to embrace life at sea
with the finest views, and the inviting pool
deck offers the ultimate relaxation space, where
pool attendants will cater to your every need.
Watch full-scale productions in the redesigned
L’Opera theatre, and sip cocktails to the sound
of a live pianist in DolceVita.

EXCLUSIVE Sail with Dr. Biruté Mary Galdikas, the world’s foremost authority on the orangutan

bali

singapore

Orangutans, Volcanoes & Mosques
departure 20 Nov 2017 ship name Silver Discoverer duration 14-day fly-cruise & stay

EXPLORER
SUITE

VISTA
SUITE

VERANDA
SUITE

£4,319 pp

£5,819 pp

£6,999 pp

Become immersed in the wildlife and
natural wonders of some of the leastvisited places in the China Sea. From
volcanic landscapes and rice paddies
in Indonesia, you’ll travel to Borneo
for a rare chance to get up close and
personal with orangutans.
The first stop on this Asian adventure is the
alluring island of Bali for a two-night stay
among its beaches and tropical beauty. You'll
enjoy a tour of Ubud, whose laidback Balinese
temples are surrounded by dense forest and
bright-green rice paddies.
Orangutans, Borneo

Next, embark Silver Discoverer and make your
way to Tanjung Wangi on East Java.Among its
volcanic scenery, you'll discover traditional arts
and crafts, visit the Great Mosque of Sumenep,
and see a traditional bull race on the sleepy
island of Madura.
Swapping over to Borneo, you'll be treated
to a private tour of Kumai's Orangutan Care
Center with Dr. Biruté Mary Galdikas, the
world’s foremost authority on the orangutan.
Housing more than 300 orphaned, sick
or injured animals, you'll enjoy many
unique and intimate encounters with this
fascinating species.

Ubud, Bali

Travelling onwards, you’ll call at the isolated
islands of Kepulauan Badas to snorkel in
the crystal-clear waters and relax on sandy
beaches, before arriving in Singapore for a
two-night hotel stay before your flight home.

Ports of call: Bali Bali (Benoa), Tanjung Wangi, Sumenep,
Kumai & Camp Leakey (Orangutan Care Center), Kepulauan
Badas, Singapore

For full details, terms & conditions, visit
theluxurycruisecompany.com/144561

On board Silver Discoverer
The 120-guest Silver Discoverer is the perfect
ship from which to explore some of the world’s
remotest regions; her small size and shallow
draft allow her to sail close to the coast, and to
anchor in bays that are otherwise inaccessible
to larger ships. 12 Zodiac craft carry passengers
to isolated beaches and to unique on-shore
excursions.
On board, the ship’s luxurious suites all feature
ocean views, while the Explorer Lounge offers

a stylish place to swap stories and relax with a
glass of wine or cocktail.
There's a fitness centre, outdoor pool deck,
beauty salon and dining options that include
The Grill, where guests can dine al fresco
and The Restaurant, which features dishes
inspired by Relais & Châteaux chefs.The real
draw, however, is the team of experts onboard,
including marine biologists, historians and
naturalists.
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EXCLUSIVE Includes post-cruise land tour to Machu Picchu

quito, ecuador

cusco, peru

Galápagos & Machu Picchu
departure 23 Nov 2017 ship name Celebrity Xpedition® duration 16-day fly-cruise & stay

OCEAN VIEW

SUITE

£6,199 pp

£7,259 pp

Machu Picchu, Peru

Stay in Quito, Ecuador’s bustling
capital, for the ﬁrst part of your
adventure, where you can stand
on the Equatorial line
Get up close to the distinctive ﬂora
and fauna found on the Galápagos
Islands, with onboard naturalists
to guide you
Visit the Incan ruins of Machu
Picchu on a full-day tour, for the
ultimate ﬁnale to this incredible
expedition

Ports of call: Quito, Baltra Island, Galápagos Islands, Quito,
Cusco

For full details, terms & conditions, visit
theluxurycruisecompany.com/144713
for Daphne Island's sea lions, pelicans and
famous blue-footed boobies.

DAYS 1–4 | UK / QUITO / BALTRA /

DAYS 5–6 | ESPAÑOLA / PUNTA SUAREZ /

DAPHNE Fly overnight from the UK and

FLOREANA / POST OFFICE BAY Tender on
Española for a morning of beach strolls before
visiting its sea lion colony while looking out
for marine iguanas.Then, in the afternoon,
you’ll move on to Punta Suarez for a clifftop
hike that takes in dramatic blowholes shooting
water up to 50 feet into the air. On day six,
you'll have the chance to spot Floreana's
flamingos and white-cheeked pintail ducks
before sending a postcard home at the Post
Office – a tradition that dates to the 1700s.

arrive on day two in Quito, Ecuador’s dramatic
capital city where you'll be transferred to the
luxurious JW Marriott hotel.A guided tour
will then see you standing on the Equatorial
line at the Middle of the World Park, admiring
the classical good looks of the La Compañia
Church and appreciating the Monastery of
San Francisco's ornate beauty. On day four,
you’ll fly on to Baltra in the Galápagos to join
the Celebrity Xpedition®. Set sail that evening

34 020 7838 5906

DAYS 7–8 | ISABELA / PUERTO ESPINOZA

The volcanic landscapes of Punta Moreno are
dominated by a carpet of jet-black lava, which
has created a tidal-pools haven for wildlife.
Flamingo, moorhens and pintails can all be
spotted here and, from the edge of the lava, so
can white-tipped reef sharks, green sea turtles,
and even Galápagos penguins.An afternoon is
then spent at the black sand beaches of Urvina
Bay, looking out for finches, land iguanas and
giant tortoises. Day eight takes you to Punta
Espinoza – one of the most remote sites on
Isabela Island. You'll find yourself at the foot of
its EcuadorVolcano, marvelling at its dramatic
caldera crater.

Bartolome Island, The Gálapagos

DAYS 9–10 | SANTA CRUZ / PUERTO

DAYS 11–13 | BALTRA / QUITO / CUSCO

DAYS 14–16 | MACHU PICCHU / CUSCO /

Santa Cruz’s low-lying landscape is
characterised by colourful saltbush and giant
prickly pear cacti.Wander through the alien
scrubland and you’ll find a subspecies of land
iguana feasting on the unique vegetation.At
Dragon Hill you can enjoy a stunning view
of this unique geography, overlooking the
lagoons below where flamingos and shore
birds feed. Lastly, in Punta Ayora, spot giant
tortoises in their natural habitat

Leaving the Galápagos behind, fly back to
Quito to further explore its mountain-framed
marketplaces and architectural treasures.The
following day, a flight will take you onwards to
UNESCO-listed Cusco's unique combination
of heritage both ancient and colonial.A
half-day tour will include visits to Incan ruins,
archaeological sites and workshops where you
can watch artists working on Andean silver and
wood artwork.

UK End your journey in style with a full-day

AYORA

On board Celebrity Xpedition®
In a class all of its own, Celebrity Xpedition® is
unlike any other Celebrity ship. Specifically
designed for exploration, this 98-passenger
ship sails exclusively to the Galápagos Islands
throughout the year. Her smaller scale means
she is able to complete these expedition
voyages, while retaining all the comforts that
you would expect.
You can expect to dine on a traditional fivecourse dinner in the Darwin Restaurant, or

tour of Machu Picchu. A mountain train and
bus hop will bring you to this world wonder
hidden among the mists of the Andes where
forgotten temples and once-lavish royal
quarters overlook towering peaks. Perhaps
spend some time hiking up to Huayna Picchu
for a scenic overlook of it all or let your expert
guide bring it all to life.You'll then return to
Cusco to make your flight back to the UK.

Bullet point in here please in
enjoy more casual dining at the hearty Beagle
here please please.
Grill. Unwind after your shore excursions in Bullet point 2 in here please and
the hot tubs on the sunrise deck, or with a drink
here as well.
in the Blue Finch Bar overlooking the natural
Bullet point in here please and
wonders outside.

some. 18-night cruise aboard Ship

Name®.
The aspect that truly sets the experience
apart, though, is the onboard naturalists who
deliver lectures on each destination, and the Your adventure starts in the hustle and bustle
knowledgeable expedition team who guideof Singapore from where you will set sail for
you to the heart of this unique destination. a relaxing day at sea, destination Koh Samui.
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EXCLUSIVE Includes Lake Garda and Verona stays, private transfers and £200 spending money per stateroom

lake garda

venice

Lake Garda, Verona & North Italy
departure 28 Jun 2017 ship name River Countess duration 12-day fly-cruise & stay

OUTSIDE
CABIN (4)

OUTSIDE
CABIN (2)

BALCONY
CABIN

£2,970 pp

£3,370 pp £3,820 pp

Lake Garda, Italy

Precede your luxury cruise with a
stay on the Alp-framed shores of
Lake Garda and two nights in the
romance of Verona
Join an authentic pasta-making
workshop in Bologna, or discover
the Renaissance artwork of
UNESCO-listed Ferrara
Cruise around the stunning
Venetian Isles, admiring colourful
ﬁshing towns and watching local
Murano glass being crafted
DAYS 1–2 | UK / VERONA / LAKE GARDA

From the UK, you’ll fly directly toVerona and
transfer to Lake Garda for your two-night stay
at the five-star Grand Hotel Gardone. Explore
the shores of Italy’s largest body of water
with hikes, bike rides and afternoons spent
fishing. Sample the local gelato, wander the
cobblestone beaches and admire the clear blue
waters of this stunning destination.
DAYS 3–4 | VERONA After checking out of
your hotel you’ll be transferred to romantic

36 020 7838 5906

Ports of call: Lake Garda, Verona, Venice, Chioggia, Polesella,
Taglio di Po, Chioggia, Venice

For full details, terms & conditions, visit
theluxurycruisecompany.com/143110
Verona to check into the five-star Palazzo
Victoria for two nights. A private guided
tour will then bring you past historic piazza
mansions of Romeo-and-Juliet fame to
discover a rich Roman past, epitomised by the
immacluately preserved amphitheatre.
After checking out
of your hotel, a private transfer will bring
you toVenice and your luxury ship – the
River Countess. Prepare to be amazed by this
floating city as you explore the labyrinth
of winding back lanes and the grandeur of
the Doge’s Palace and St. Mark's Square on
a guided walking tour.You’ll also be treated
DAYS 5–6 | VENICE

to a glassmaking demonstration before an
exclusive after-hours lighting ceremony inside
St. Mark's Basilica will allow you to visit this
famous cathedral without the crowds – a
once-in-a-lifetime experience.
DAY 7 | CHIOGGIA / PADUA As you sail out
along the Grand Canal, enjoy some of the
best views of Venice. On arrival in Chioggia
you’ll have a choice of three superb excursions.
Explore nearby Padua to uncover its medieval
walled-city charm, stay in Chioggia for its
'LittleVenice' canals lined with coloruful
fishermen's houses, or get active with a bicycle
ride along the region's sandy beaches.

Pasta-making workshop

Bologna, Italy
DAYS 8–9 | POLESELLA / BOLOGNA OR
FERRARA / TAGLIO DI PO / CHIOGGIA

From Polesella, you’ll be able to visit either
Bologna or Ferrara for the day. For the foodies
aboard, the former is the natural choice,
with speciality food halls brimming with
locally made balsamic vinegar and handmade
tortellini.A pasta-making workshop will teach
you how to recreate these Italian specialities at
home, followed by lunch at one of Bologna’s
celebrated restaurants. If art is more your thing,

a half day in UNESCO-listed Ferrara will
treat you to a range of Renaissance treasures.
The following day, a boat ride on the Chioggia
Lagoon and a visit to the local market will
allow you to see more of this bustling town.
DAYS 10–12 | VENICE Take in the picture-

perfect views of theVenice Lagoon's islands for
your last two days. A day's excursion will then
guide you around the enchanting sights of
colourful Burano's leaning towers, the peaceful

On board River Countess

Mazzorbo where you'll taste the local wines,
and Torcello, with its Byzantine mosaics.You’ll
then return toVenice for either a guided tour
of the Accademia gallery with an art historian
or a guided visit to the famous Rialto market
to mix with the locals as they seek out the best
of the local produce. The next day, disembark
the ship and transfer for your flight home.

Bullet point in here please in
here please please.
Bullet point 2 in here please and
here as well.
Outside the rooms, the sense of intimacy –
Bullet point in here please and
the ship hosts just 130 passengers – is extended
across the first-class facilities.Take some time some. 18-night cruise aboard Ship
out on the spacious Sun Deck or head below Name®.

Recently remodelled, the River Countess invites
Italian luxury on board.Throughout, muted
shades of turquoise complement cream accents
as custom-designed furniture, glass chandeliers
and modern artwork remind of the country’s
exquisite design sensibilities.

a larger window or consider Category 1 for
French balcony views.

The care extends into the staterooms as Savoir
of England beds, built-in closets and marble
bathrooms with L’Occitane products make
for indulgent stays. Upgrade to Category 2 for

for the Captain’s Lounge and Library.There’s
even a compact spa, internet hub and fitness Your adventure starts in the hustle and bustle
centre, complete with sauna to soothe any of Singapore from where you will set sail for
a relaxing day at sea, destination Koh Samui.
sightseeing aches.
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EXCLUSIVE Includes return chauffeur service to port; all meals, snacks and entertainment onboard; wine with lunch and dinner; all onboard tips and free-WiFi

dover

dover

Land of Ice & Fire
departure 18 Jun 2017 ship name Saga Sapphire duration 16-day cruise

STANDARD
INSIDE

STANDARD
OUTSIDE

SUITE (D)

£2,929 pp

£3,369 pp £5,629 pp

Kirkjufell, Iceland

Visit one of the world’s most
northerly whisky distilleries and
the prehistoric Standing Stones of
Stenness in Kirkwall
Enjoy picture-perfect sights of
tumbling waterfalls, colourful
wooden houses and winding fjords
surrounding you in Iceland
Witness the spectacular
phenomenon of the Midnight Sun,
when the sun barely sets through
the summer before the option of
reclining in Rekjavik's hot springs
DAYS 1–4 | DOVER / KIRKWALL, ORKNEY
ISLANDS Wave goodbye to the white cliffs as

you depart from Dover and embark on this
dramatic voyage to Iceland.After a day relaxing
at sea, arrive into the Orkney Islands.Their
capital, Kirkwall, is home to such prehistoric
treasures as the Standing Stones of Stenness
and the ancient Ring of Brogdar.There’s even
one of the world’s most northerly whisky
distilleries and the Neolithic village of Skara
Brae. Continue north with a further day at sea.

38 020 7838 5906

Ports of call: Dover, Kirkwall, Seyðisfjörður, Akureyri,
Ísafjörður, Reykjavík, Isafjordur, Reykjavík, Belfast,
Liverpool, Dover

For full details, terms & conditions, visit
theluxurycruisecompany.com/140713
DAY 5 | SEYÐISFJÖRÐUR, ICELAND

The picturesque sights of Seyðisfjörður will
welcome you to Iceland; here, wooden houses,
cascading waterfalls and winding fjords are
surrounded by mountain peaks. Perhaps enjoy
an optional hike to Hengifoss Waterfall.
DAYS 6–8 | AKUREYRI, ICELAND /

Embrace the
outdoors on your visit to the smallViking
city of Akureyri for everything from whale
watching and 4WD trips to visits to the
Goðafoss waterfall, one of the country's
most spectacular. Warm up after your day’s
adventures under the spectacular Midnight

ÍSAFJÖRÐUR, ICELAND

Sun at the milky waters of the Mývatn Nature
Baths.The next day you’ll cruise into the
Westfjords region, and call at Ísafjörður, one of
its largest settlements.This part of the country
is home to a wealth of wildlife, from seals
and whales to arctic foxes and wild seabirds.
A kayak excursion out into the fjord is the
perfect way to immerse yourself in your
stunning surroundings and catch a glimpse of
the skittish wildlife.
DAYS 9–11 | REYKJAVIK, ICELAND / AT SEA

Visit stylish Reykjavík today - the world's
most northerly capital city. It's the geothermic
activity here that draws the crowds; bubbling

Whale Watching

The Blue Lagoon, Reykjavík

geysers, hot springs and lava formations are
just a selection of the incredible sights on offer.
There’s a choice of excursions, including to
the beautiful Blue Lagoon natural spa, or a tour
around the Golden Circle.Here, you'll find
explosive geysers, pretty waterfalls and whole
tectonic divides. Alternatively, a walk through
Reykjavik's old town is sure to capture the
imagination with its colourful architecture
straight out of a storybook. Spend two days at
sea on your return to the UK.

DAYS 12–13 | BELFAST Your journey home is

DAYS 14–16 | LIVERPOOL / DOVER Your

broken up by a day in Belfast.As the capital of
Northern Ireland, this is a city bursting with
fantastic restaurants, rooftop bars and storied
landmarks.Visit the 19th century Opera
House and the Titanic Belfast exhibition,
which tells the tragic story of this famous ship.
Or, take an impressive excursion out of the city
to the Giant’s Causeway – a volcanic natural
wonder. There's even plenty of idyllic walks
just outside the city centre.

final port of call is Liverpool.Trace its Beatles
heritage or spend some time exploring the
Tate Liverpool or Merseyside Maritime
Museum. Its highlight, however, is the
waterfront area, where you’ll find the vibrant
Albert Dock and its restaurants, bars and listed
buildings. Its centerpeice is the iconic Royal
Liver Building and its famous liver birds.
You'll then spend a day at sea before arriving
back in Dover.

On board Saga Sapphire
With bold décor and unique touches, Saga
Sapphire is bursting with personality after
undergoing a multi-million pound overhaul.
Tee off at the crazy golf course, enjoy a lighthearted drink in the comedy-themed bar and
visit the quirky Beach Club on deck 11, where
you’ll find beach huts serving ice cream, a mini
fish and chip shop and striped deck chairs.
Although it's the largest ship in the cruise line’s
fleet, accommodating 720 passengers, the
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service remains intimate and personal, with the here please please.
welcoming staff greeting you by name and yourBullet point 2 in here please and
favourite drink.

here as well.
Bullet point in here please and
some. 18-night cruise aboard Ship
Name®.

When it comes to dining, the expert chefs
bring flavours from the destinations aboard
to heighten your experience; expect local
specialties and fresh seasonal produce from the
ports you visit.There are four restaurants to Your adventure starts in the hustle and bustle
of Singapore from where you will set sail for
choose between, ranging from verandah grills
a relaxing day at sea, destination Koh Samui.
to Asian fine dining.
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